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Federal Funds for Students
by Chuck Knebl

Participating in the Hope College music recital featuring Dutch music wil be
(from left to right) Robert Ritsema, Richard Carlson, Jantina Holleman, Roger
Rietberg, Mary Natvig and Robert Cecil. (Information Services photo)

Dutch Music to be Presented
As part of the Holland-Zeeland Dutch
Bicentennial series, the Hope College
music department will present a concert
of music of the Netherlands, Sunday, October 3, at 8:30 p.m. in the Dimnent
Memorial Chapel. The public is invited.
Admission is free.
Participating will be a faculty brass
ensemble, coordinated by Robert Cecil,
with Bruce F o r m s m a , J a m e s Bekkering,
and J o h n J a c k s o n ; t h e Collegium
Musicum, led by Richard Carlson;
violinist Mary Natvig of the Hope faculty,
assisted by Anthony Kooiker and Robert
Ritsema; the Symphonette orchestra,
directed by Robert Ritsema; an organ

solo by faculty member Richard Carlson;
and the Hope Chapel Choir, directed by
Roger Rietberg.
Comments concerning the history of the
selections will be given by Howard Slenk
of the Calvin College music faculty.
Selections on the program are by Andrlessen, Peelers, Valerius, Clemens non
Papa, di Lasso, de Fesch and Sweelinck.
Also represented will be two P s a l m s and
folk music of the Netherlands. The
balcony organ, made in the Netherlands,
will be used for the Baroque music of the
great composer Sweelinck. General
chairman Is Jantina Holleman of the
Hope faculty.

The National Direct Student Loan ProAlthough the fall semester at Hope is
in full swing, many students remain con- gram has lately been the object of close
cerned about one aspect of their scrutiny. This program m a k e s available 5
percent interest loans that students m u s t
education-money.
Financial aid for most Hope students begin repaying six months after comc o m e s from either the school, a pleting school (either by graduating,
hometown bank, the state, the federal leaving, or dropping below half-time
government, or a combination of these status). The student is allowed 10 years to
repay the loan. The fund is a revolving acsources.
Federal financial assistance is divided count. which means the school can m a k e
into three categories: grants, a w a r d s of new loans once existing loans are repaid.
Recently, Secretary of Education T. H.
money which don't have to be paid back;
loans, borrowed money which a student Bell signed a regulation which provides
must repay with interest; and work- incentives for an institution to reduce the
study, which provides certain students default rate of its NDSL program fund. A
the chance to work and earn money while college which has a default rate over 25
percent is asked to turn responsibility for
attending classes.
The Pell Grant P r o g r a m , formerly call- collecting the debt over to the federal
ed the Basic Educational Opportunity government. If a school is not prepared to
Grant, is one of the best known federally do this, and the default r a t e remains 25
funded student aid programs. The U.S. percent or more, the government will cut
Department of Education uses a standard off NDSL funding.
formula to determine who qualifies for
Pell grants and each participating school
The Guaranteed Student Loan P r o g r a m
receives the money It needs to pay tor
grants to Its eligible students. For the provides students the opportunity to
1982-83 school year, 2.55 million students secure loans from a lender (such as a
shared $2,279,040,000 In Pell grants, ac- bank), with the federal government paycording to the U .S. Department of Educa- ing the Interest while the student Is In
school. Only those lending Institutions Intion.
The Supplemental Educational Op- sured by the federal government or a
portunity Grant provides additional state guarantee agency a r e allowed to
federal money to students, but It differs make the low Interest loans. This is the
from the Pell Grant In that each par- largest student aid program, with over
ticipating school receives a set amount of $9.5 billion In loans during the 1982-83
money and when that money Is gone, school year.
A new loan program started In 1981,
there are no more SEGG funds for the
year. Students can get up to $2,000 a year called the Auxiliary Loan (or PLUS) Prounder this program and in 1982-83 over g r a m , allows p a r e n t s . Independent
$278 million In SEOG funds will be students, and graduate students to borrow up to $3,000 a year. There Is no Indistributed.
Work-study p r o g r a m s are usually come cut off for eligibility. The Interest
managed by the college financial aid ad- on PLUS loans will be lowered from 14 to
mmlstrator. About 950^)00 students will 12 percent sometime In October as a
receive $528 million under this program result of lower average U .S. Treasury bill
Interest rates.
in 1982-83.

New signs to lessen confusion
by Greg Holcombe
Having trouble finding buildings on
campus? Do your parents complain of
getting lost when they visit you? Ever
wonder where you m a y or may not park
on campus? Well, a project Is now underway to ease these problems and campus
feedback, particularly from freshmen
and transfer students Is needed to make It
a success. Once complete, the project will
add several new signs, maps, and
perhaps special Information displays
(kiosks) to the campus.
The project Is being conducted by Greg
Holcombe, a 1980 Hope graduate who
recently finished his m a s t e r ' s degree In
urban planning^ Holcombe explains, 14the
project Is especially targeted toward
newcomers to c a m p u s and first-time
visitors but should benefit all campus
users because of the extensive changes
made to campus during recent years.
Freshmen, prospective students and their
parents, and alumni, however, will be the
most direct benefactors".
Four groups of exterior signs a r e being
studied. They are:
(1) signs on streets and highways direc-

ting people to the campus;
(2) signs which Identify c a m p u s
buildings and facilities;
(3) signs regarding parking; and
(4) signs and displays which would contain Information about c a m p u s events.
Some new signs are expected to be Installed prior to the special events planned
for October 28 (Science Day, Arts and
Humanities F a i r , and J a c k Lousma
visit). These particular signs will contain
several design features (color, lettering,
materials...) which may or may not be
contained In the permanent sign system.
The permanent system will be Installed
after the ground thaws next spring.
If you have suggestions concerning the
project or would like to learn more about
it, Mr. Holcombe will present a brief slide
show and design sketches In the Haworth
Room adjacent to Phelps Dining Room
next Wednesday, October 6 from 5:307:00. F r e s h m e n are particularly encouraged to stop by and offer comments.
You may also contact Greg directly at
392-3036. Who knows, you m a y help your
parents find your dorm more easily!

'85 puller Jeff Sotok Is urged on by morale girl Heidi Booher. The annual contest
between the frosh and sophs will be held tomorrow, (photo by Tom Wagner)
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the 51 % Minority:
Standard of Excellence A Male on Women's Lib

The standard of excellence at Hope is apparent In every facet of
its existence. In everything there is the push to be number one:
facilities, faculty, administration, students and student organizations. Among these organizations this attitude is especially
prevalent. Our sports teams strive to excell, and to collectively bring home the MIAA All-Sports Trophy. Events and projects
sponsered by the various organizations on campus are planned to
be perfect. Even our blood drives have become a source of friendly competition with Calvin.
The competitive spirit hardly stops with organizations. Individuals at Hope are highly competitive as well, not merely for
grades but in all areas of school Involvement. This competition is
good, because it encourages students to participate, and to produce the best project they can. It also encourages pride in what
has been done, but this pride, both in individual achievements and
in group projects, may be our downfall.
We have become so proud of our accomplishments that any correction, criticizm or change of our work is seen as a blasphemous
attack. Defensive and angry responses to criticism or change
hardly seems necessary in most cases. Nothing done by human
hands will be perfect-there is always room for improvement. Indeed, it seems that suggestions and valid criticisms should be requested and encouraged, so that the project or idea might be improved. The current attitude is a total lack of tolerance for any
changes in what was originally presented.
By the same token, if something is essentially good, a minor
flaw Introduced by someone else Isn't going to ruin everything. It
Isn't perfect, but was it really perfect before someone else
"screwed it up?" It is doubtful that it was, except in the
originator's mind.
Our standard of excellence has led to a pompous attitude of
superiority toward those considered less able than ourselves, and
an unforglvlngness toward the mistakes of these others. As
Christians-no, as human beings-we must learn to accept the fact
that we all have shortcomings, and we must learn to overlook
some of the mistakes of others. We seem to take life, and
ourselves, so seriously. It's time we started to relax, and to enjoy
what time we have.

byllmKelaey
I am a heterosexual male, and I am victimized by sexism. I feel pressured into
marriage, into supporting a family and
having a prestigious money making
career. I don't want to dominate someone, yet I am told I must make all the
decisions, moves, and be the aggressor in
relationships. I am supposed to be on the
make, out for sexual pleasures, and if I'm
not actively trying to get a l4plece",
something is supposed to be wrong with
me.
I am supposed to be tough and aggressive, above pain, and willing to use
violence if provoked. I am supposed to
guard my ego by speaking loudly and by
carrying a big stick. Sex for me is supposed to be a game or war. In which I conquer women and tabulate the victories in
my head. The more women I conquer, or
the more I get "it", the more manly I'm
supposed to be. I am supposed to be in
control at all times, unemotional and rational.
But when In all this can I be human?
When can I do what I want to do? When
can I be best friends with a lover? Why
can't I be an equal In a relationship Instead of the leader, free to be submissive
as well as aggressive? When can I stop
seeing all women as sexual objects and
see them as people with personalities?
When can I be tender and peaceful? When
can I use negotiation Instead of confrontation, and then not be told I "wimped out"?
When can I feel and express my emotions,
able to cry when I need to? When can I
view sex as an expression of Joy In a relationahip, instead of as a game and a
method to prove my manhood?
The Women's Movement is attempting
to liberate both sexes from sexual
discrimination. Not only Is it striving to
free women from their oppressed roles. It
Is at the same time trying to free men
from ther roles as oppressors. We people
have lost the ability to name ourselves: to
define who we are, to say what we want to
do, to declare what Is the correct way for
us to behave.
The Movement is trying to show us
other possibilities within human existence. There are more ways to live than
in the traditional macho or feminine
roles, and the Movement hopes to free us

Is the Anchor anti-greek?
Dear Editor:
I would like to comment on the unfortunate and seemingly intentional exclusion of greek-sponsored activities in
the first three anchor newspapers.
First, on September 16, the anchor staff
had an opportunity to print the results of
the Inter-Fraternity Council-sponsored
Sue Allie Memorial Softball tournament
as submitted to the anchor office on
September 13 (well ahead of the anchor
article deadline). This event, which involved well over HX) people on 11 teams,
both independent and greek, was won by
the Emersonian fraternity, but was not
chosen to be newsworthy and therefore
was scrapped by the staff.
Secondly, the cover of the September 23
anchor pictured Dean Gerrie emerging
from the dunk tank. What was not mentioned was that MDunk the Deans for
Dystrophy" was sponsored and organized
by the Cosmopolitan fraternity. This is
one of the many greek sponsored service
projects which are often denied coverage

1 am very disheartened at these exclusions and therefore request that in the
future the anchor make an honest attempt to cover all relevant campus
events and Issues as is their policy. It is a
sorry sight when fraternities and
sororities give of their time and money to
keep Hope's campus alive and entertained and do not receive any coverage in the
student newspaper.
Sincerely,
Kevin G. Toren

editor's note: The article on the Sue Allie
Softball tournament was omitted from the
paper because there was no space to
publish it and still do Justice to other news
in the anchor.
items. We welcome submitted articles,
Finally, the anchor chose to print the with the understanding that they may be
article, "Weekend Review," which highly edited (see issue 2). Hence the article on
praised a dance sponsored by KoUen hall. the Kollen dance. We are not in the habit
This praise is appropriate since a lot of of covering dances as news items: this
time went into setting up this dance, but was a submitted article that we had space
what is disturbing is that the Arcadian, for. There are limitations to a paper of
Cosmopolitan, and Emersonian frater- our size, and one of them is space. Our innities each sponsored dances on previous tention is not to slight the Greek organizaweekends, spent a lot of time in prepara- tions, and we regret any misunderstantion, and had a tremendous turnout, but dings that may have resulted from these
received no coverage from the anchor.
Incidents.

so we can choose how to live and what to
live for. These roles are good for some
people, but to force all people to foil
them Is harmful. What Is right for d
person Is not necessarily right for
another.
Women have suffered the most under
society's sexism, having been given the
second class, inferior roles to assume.
But men have also suffered: men have
not been allowed to be human. We have
had to play such "macho" roles that we
are entirely out of touch with ourselves.
We have become so competitive that
close male friendships are very few If not
nonexistent. Raised as tough and Independent, we don't know how to reach
out, M open, and trust others. In our eyes
women have become walking playboy
centerfolds. Judged more by their
physical characteristics than by their
personalities. They have become objects
for us to use and possess, not fellow
humans with hopes, needs and fears.
We men have been In power In society,
but have had to sacrifice our emotions,
our closeness to spouses, children and
friends, and our ability to relax In order to
keep that power. In order to play the
masculine roles of provider, protector,
and warrior, we have renounced the more
tender, compassionate sides of ourselves
and It's not right.
Forget the high blood pressure, the
ulcers, the heart attacks and the strokes.
I do not want to bum myself out in
business in order to fulfill a role. I want to
be with my children as they grow up.
spend constructive time with my wife and
friends, and approach life In an uncompetitive style. For me. It would be
more Important to spend time with family
than to have a "successful" career, bring
home a large paycheck, or gain social
prestige.
I have been and am being victimized by
sexism, and I don't like It. The Women's
Movement Is helping me because It is
opening up the world by breaking old
stereotypes. If you want more freedom in
making your life decisions, don't discount
the Women's Movement. It is not only
helping women, it is helping men as well.

Hope has record
enrollment
by Chuck Knebl
One Institution which hasn't been terribly hurt by the high unemployment
trend of recent months is Hope College.
Registrar Jon Hulsken announced Friday, September 17, that Hope College Is
currently enjoying its highest enrollment
ever, 2530 students from 33 states, the
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the
Virgin Islands, and 28 foreign countries.
Hulsken said the freshman class this
year Is larger and more upperclassmen
have stayed at Hope in recent years, but
added that there is yet another reason for
the record enrollment.
"It's a strange paradox that in times of
economic depression enrollment goes
up...mainly because the Job market is
tight."
Hulsken also said that financial aid has
panned-out much better than many people were lead to believe through
"disastrous" media reports:
The registrar added that the fact Hope
College is prospering is " s e e t h i n g to
behold."
^
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Primal Scream: OiUhe rocord
flhviic

Last Thursday an article by Robert
Kilbom, Jr. appeared in the Christian
Science Monitor deUiling the work faced
by the President's Task Force on Victims
of Crime. The focus of this task force is
the seemingly indifferent treatment of
victims by various institutions of
"Justice". This is definitely an area in
which improvement is warranted,
However, it also forces the appalling
realization that our system may actually
favor the criminal over the victim.
Consider the facts. A victim of crime is
questioned, treated for injury, and then
veritably ignored while the criminal is
given full-scale protection of his "rights",
The basis of our jurisprudence may be
"innocent until proven guilty", but how
far can one go before overstepping the
bounds of protection and entering the
bounds of favoritism? Holding a criminal
without bond Is rare. Court-appointed
lawyers are available. Evidence gathering Is controlled to the point of hindrance,
and the list goes on.
In the courtroom this bias Is even more

evident. The burden of proof In a case lies
with the prosecution, which often takes its
toll in the humiliation of the victim. Court
proceedings themselves may take weeks,
and there is no guarantee that Justice will
be served. With a good lawyer, a little
plea bargaining, perhaps a psychiatrist
or two, and a feeble promise "never to do
it again," a would-be presidential
assassin, a homicidal drunk driver, or a
thief may go free. It's not impossible: it
has already happened.
There is definitely a challenge
presented, for even though attempts are
being made to upgrade the circumstances
of the victims of crime, attempts also
need to be made to crack down on the
perpetrators. The Kilborn article commends victim compensation as a method
of attaining equity. Convicted criminals
are. In some Instances, being required to
make restitution for costs plus damages
to victims. This solution, however, is
rather superficial, for money cannot be a
panacea for the Ills of justice. •What is
necessary are tougher penalties for those

Hope vs. Reality:
fhe

by

B r t In C e O f e r *
Seldom, at a "Christian" college, Is
there a time or place when students can
unleash their adrenalin In a totally
uninhibited manner. Last Saturday night
SAC offered Hope students such a chance
In a tres packed la Cafe Phelps where
catharsis prevailed at Air Jam II, a
tribute to all arm-chair rockers.
It was wild! It was crazy! It was in fact,
total ecstasia-to the makl As one of the
participants of Air Jam II, I can only say
that Jamming in an air band is a vital part
of the proverbial liberal arts experience
and something that every well-rounded
student should experience.
One of those well-rounded students, a
very "punny" Scott Curiey, did an Inestimably fine Job of eopiceeing twelve
bands "you know and loathe." The Judges
were America's favorites Doug "Mick"
and Ann "Bianca" Majuire, head
residents of Bumler, along with Sue and
Bob Seegfer Carlson, head residents of
Durfee. After listening day in and day out
to wall-shaking plaster-cracking music
these four Judges felt qualified to select
the winning bands:
1st Place-Over Bdyd-Brlan Berley,
Mike Johnson, Scott Amrhein, Craig
Sinclair, Randy Warren, and Eddie
Moriarty.
2nd Place-Worm Jooe^Scott Curiey,
John Grooters, Rick Avra, and Bob
Higuchi.
3rd Place-Holland TransfeisJim Gray,
Shawn O'Connor, Anne Bakker, and Lori
Hofman.
4th Place-J.R. and tbe Executtves-Gary
Graeff, Lew Reap. Chris Flemming and
JohnRatmeyer.
5th Place-Van Whalen-Steve Underwood, Dick Hoekstra, Chris Stagg, and
Rick Helder.
>.•
Critic's Cholce-The Tubules
After experiencing tbe thrill of whaling
on a tuna in front of screaming fans, Tm
ready to give up my life-long plans of
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who abuse the law as well as a more coropassionate attitude for their victims in
both interrogative "and Judiciary procedure. Accomplishing one of these objectives without accomplishing the other is
futile. And perhaps the greatest
reassurance that can be given a victim is
the knowledge that the criminal will be
punished, hopefully preventing the
tragedy of crime from entering yet
another persons life. B.C.

All Haircuts $4.00

The Beouty Nook
210 College
M-F 8:00-5
Closed Weds.
Sot. 8:00-12
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When nothing is going right, and wnen you
need help in a hurry or someone to listen to
you, remember that there , is always a
caring and able person just a phone call
away.
The Help-Line Is a 24 hour a day, 7 day a week, anonymous,
telephone counseling, information and referral program for all
persons In Ottawa County. Trainee phone counselors are always
available to talk with callers about -.my and all kinds of problems
or concerns.

IT'S FOR YOU

The Help-Line Is currently recruiting volunteers for crisis Intervention phone counselor positions. Fifty hours of training w i l l
be provided Including listening, empathy and problem solving
skills. Training begins o c t
in
For Information
on how to become a Help-Line volunteer, call the Help-Line at . V t e H E L P . Gain practical experience while helping others to help
themselves.

becoming an Investigative reporter for
the Natkmal Enquirer because I want to
rock and roll all night. You social zeds out
in radio land may wonder why we find
pleasure In silently screaming our lungs
out, but you too will someday experience
the same conversion that has hit us. And
that day will come next spring when SAC
sponsors Air Jam III. Until then I'll see
you on the cover of the Rolling Stone,

We applaud the
prima donna of fall
fashion: Capezio's
classk: leather
slipper on a pancake heel. As soft,
light and lilting as
the autumn breeze!

INTERNATIONAL
CAREER?

A representative
will be on the campus
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Of all the majors available at Hope...

Why History?
by Heather Uecker
If I took another history course at Hope
College, I'd soon be 400 pages behind in
reading, have no idea what to write my
term paper on, pull an all-nighter before
each test, and fall asleep to the sound of
the radiator spraying water in Chapel 12
each class period. The above assumption
is based on the idea that history tends to
repeat itself. I had my first and only encounter with the history department as a
first semester freshman. To say I was
overwhelmed would be a gross
understatement. No final exam has ever
made me feel as ecstatic. I ran screaming

DEL'S
Guitars-Banjos
Mandolins and
Plddlas
String Instruments
Construction
Repairs

23 E. 8th
Holland

from the chapel no longer a prisoner of
Ancient History 130.
Since then, I regret that 1 didn't give the
history department a fair shot. Ironically,
I still remember the Peloponnesian War,
I find parallels in today's world politics
which resemble the events sui
the Fall of Home and I find
significance in the Reformation
I'm Lutheran. It's funny the
we retain even when we think we'i
learning.
So- What do I think of the Hope h l s t a l | |
majors? I admire them. I believe the
answers to present worid problems lie in
the past-or, at least the patterns to our
problems were mapped out in the past.
Historical events are crucial to determining what made people tick in previous
centuries and decades, and a study of
these provides insight into what makes
people tick today. As for the history majors; Go to it. Help us to see the past and
teach us not to make the same mistakes
twice. I feel that anyone who can stay
caught up with all the reading deserves to
be commended.
Here are a few more plugs for the
history department from our campus:
Anne Buckleitner,Senior: "Why do 1

Off Any a Order
With Hope I.D.
NOW OFFERING:

VIDEO GAMES;
Ms. Pacman
Tempest
Defender
77 E. 8th Street
Holland, Ml.
396-1959
Offer good until December 31

take history courses? Three reasons: I
enjoy examining personalities time has
tagged great or infamous. Non-greats interest me too.
. Second, because the past often repeats
Itself, it is important to be aware of
historical patterns. The words inscribed
over a Dachau concentration camp best
express - this: 'Those who do not
remember the past are condemned to
repeat it."
Third, though the remedy is often painful, history teaches us a helpful intellectsharpening method of examination.
History requires one to question
everything, to probe and hypothesize,
analyze, raise an inquiring brow, ask
"Why?""
Dr. G. Larry Penrose joined the Hope
faculty In 1970. He Is native of Oregon
where he earned his B.A. degree in Russian Language and Middle East Studies
at Portland State University where he
received his M.A. in 1969 and his Ph.D. In
1975. Just In the past few weeks, Dr.
Penrose volunteered his time to officiate
the Inter-Fraternity Council sponsored
Sue Alley Scholarship Fund Softball Tournament. Those who join Penrose In the
history department are: Mr. Bell, Mr.
Bootsma, Mr. Cohen, Mr. Curry, Mr.
Fried, Mr. Petrovlch, and Mr. Sobanla.
Penrose believes an eduction should
produce a well-trained mind, the ability
to think critically, and a genuine appreciation of paradox In a given
discipline. The student then should be
able to Illustrate the distinctions among
these factors both orally and through the
written word. The Introduction courses of
the history department are geared for
such objectives. Penrose stressed that the
critical aspects of the Introduction to
modern and ancient history classes Is not
the memorization of dates and names, but
rather the understanding of large concepts and the manipulation of Ideas.
Beware Intro, s t u d e n t s ! ! - P e n r o s e
m i s c h i e v o u s l y a d d e d , ' ' I love
manipulating Ideas."
Those who decide to pursue history as a
major find themselves refining their
skills and delving deeper Into specific
content. The history department Is one of
the few departments that wants core in
their major curriculum. The History

Seizor Seminar, taught by Dr. Cohen, is
designed to give the student intensive experience in doing historical research.
Penrose revealed to this writer the
statistics on threatened suicides and the
actual suicide rate among Seminar
students. The report stated that there
have been no actual suicide threats carried out, but instead a great appreciation
for the course has developed.
The
history department is extremely excited
with the direction in which they are
heading. Penrose expressed that they are
working on developing a program dealing
with oral, public, and applied history. For
example, thirty Reformed Church of
America missionaries in pre-communist
China were interviewed. The Interviews
took In the cultural, religious, political,
and social aspects of the pre-Red Chinese
culture. The data has been collected and
put together for use In the archives as a
historical source. An oral history "fills in
the gaps between documents and personal diaries." More Importantly, the
oral history program produces human
relationships which prove to be extremely valuable. The public and applied
history program deals primarily with
historic preservation. Penrose and his
colleagues are drawing up plans for an
architectural history of Hope College.
There Is an Intimate connection between the history department and the International Education program. Penrose
feels strongly that off-campus foreign experience is valuable. A foreign experience "brings a student face to face
with a new culture and requires him to
operate in a foreign environment." The
experience provides personal growth
along with cultural growth. "One finds
there is a little John Birch in himself,"
remarked Penrose. A student is confronted as an American and it Is tough to
be an Individual until the process of
becoming a unique person In that particular country begins.
Penrose visualizes the history
discipline as a vehicle to identify our
times with those of the past. In a current
society filled with attitudes of selfuniqueness and self-pity, history has the
potential to reveal that our current situa
tions are not unique and we are not alone,
nor the first to deal with the problems we
face today.

3 Days Only Sept. 30, Oct. 1 & 2

50% OFF

14Kt & 18Kt Gold
Jewelry

The

MENAGERIE
Holland's largest
and most completi

Sale priced *4.99 to *1,500.00
You're specially invited to an exclusive showing of fine
solid gold jewelry at unbelievable low prices. Choose
from a huge selection of Italian chains, bracelets, hundreds
of new charms, fashion earrings, exciting cubic zirconia and
diamond stud earrings and pendants.
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GUARANTEED
LOWEST PRICES
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3 3 East 8th
On Holland
Downtown
Mall
392-3164

Pet Store
Special orders
Available
Check On Our
Christmas Dollars
Plan,
J

HOURS:

Weekdays 30-9100
Saturday 9:30-6:00

- STORE HOURS

Jhurs 9 ?0 • S. ?0
Fri. 9 10 • 9 00

Saf 9 J O - 5 30
showr

1 4 E. 7th
396-4521
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Dutch Art Hangs Out on Campus Theatre Season Announced |
by IftrkHolmet
As nearly everyone must be aware by
this time, for five weeks the gallery of the
new DePree Art Center will be the home
of some major works of twentieth century
Dutch art. The show, conceived and currated by Dr. John M. Wilson, professor of
Art History at Hope, is focused to engage
the Hope community, the Holland community, and the greater West Michigan
area in the appreciation of an artistic
tradition of particular relevance. From
October 2 to November 13 all will have the
outstanding privilege of living virtually
next door to Mondrians, vanGoghs and
Eschers, along with the works of some
other artists whose names may not be
quite as familiar, but who, nonetheless,
are major figures in the evolution of
modernist instincts. This article serves as
an open Invitation to those who are
interested-and as a soft prodding to those
v
who are not.
If you are one of those who are not, it
may well be the cumulative effect of
Saturday afternoon jaunts through the
whole of Western civilization as witnessed by Its musty remains, ill fatedly laid to

rest in grey stone museums. Minoan
through Minimalism between meals is
hardly the way to make discerning obser-.
vations, nor to enjoy art. The show which
Wilson has prepared may serve to shatter
some of these unfortunately negative
associations.
This is not another assortment nor an
indiscriminate sampling of the modern
masters, but a scholarly collection
p r e s e n t i n g over a year of research and
logistical preparations. "Dutch Art and
Modern Life" articulates with economy
the stylistic shifts and ideological relationships which Wilson lays out in the
essay of the catalogue to the show*. Considering the sorts of changes which have
come about in art over the last hundred
years, this show is remarkably coherenta compliment both to the authenticity of
artistic attitudes during this period and to
the thorough scholarship of the show's
currator. Everyone stands to gain
something from this art. It Is assembled
to suit both scholars and laymen, both as
a teaching tool as well as the object of a .
more detatched enjoyment which Is, in
the end, a good part of what art is for.

The fourth production of the winter This season of theatrical contrasts Q
season is directed by visiting professor opens with the critically acclaimed play o
and director. Dr. James Young of by Robert Anderson, TEA AND
Wheaton CoUege, Illinois. This produc- SYMPATHY. A smash hit of the early 0
Uon is to be announced foUowing Young's 1950's, even outdrawing Arthur MUlers arrival on campus in January but per- DEATH OF A SALESMAN of the same
f o r m a n c e dates have been set for April 22 period, TEA AND SYMPATHY deals
and 23, and April 27 through 30.
with the relationship between an adoles
Season coupons are once again cent boy and his schoolmaster's wife,
available and theatre-goers can be glad Directed by R. Scott Lank of the theatre
that there is no Increase In price this f a c u l t y , performance dates for TEA AND
year. Take the chill out of autumn and br- SYMPATHY are October 22 and 23, and
jng joy to the winter months ahead; pur- October 27 through 30.
chase your season coupon at the ticket of- The second production in this year s
flee of the Hope College Theatre In the winter season Is Henrik Ibsen's intense
foyer of the DeWltt Cultural Center, verse drama BRAND. Directed by
Coupon sales begin October 8 between the George Ralph, chairman of the theatre
hours of 10:00 am and 5:00 pm dally, ex- department, this drama Is described as
cept Sunday. Ticket reservations may be "a view of an uncompromising man of
made at this time or at any time after Oc- God and the harsh demands of his comtober 8 by calling (616) 392-1449. A direct mltment to "all or n o t h l n g j n P e r "
mailing enabling past season coupon formance dates for BRAND are
holders to order their coupons through the December 3 and 4, and December 8
mall is scheduled for the week of through 11.

Great performance Series
presents trumpeter
The Hope College Great Performance at the Jullllard School where he won first
Series will present trumpeter Stephen prize In the concerto competition to perBurns In concert Tuesday, October 9 at 8 form the Jollvet Concertino with the
p.m. In Dimnent Memorial Chapel as the Jullllard Orchestra. Burns has also worked with Mark Gould In New York and
second event of the 1982-83 series.
Bums Is the first of four upcoming ar- Pierre Thlbaud In Paris.
His many appearances as soloist with
tists to be presented this year through the
Young Concert Artists, Inc. of New York orchestra Include the Greater Boston
City. Each artist is the winner of an Inter- Youth Symphony Orchestra, The Chatnational audition sponsored by the non- tanooga Symphony, at the Waterloo
Music Festival In New Jersey, the Ann
profit Young Concert Artists.
Burns will be accompanied by pianist Arbor Chamber Orchestra, the Napa
John Van Busklrk who has appeared Valley Symphony, and the Seattle Sympreviously with Young Concert Artists at phony.
The varied activities of American
Hope.
For 22-year-old trumpeter Stephen pianist John Van Busklrk place him In the
Burns, 1981 was a banner year. He gave an vanguard of New York's young profesacclaimed premiere performance of Gun- sional musicians. He Is a solo recltalist,
ther Schuller's Trumpet Concerto with accompanist to the prominent InstrumenGerard Schwarz conducting the Y talists and singers, chamber music
Chamber Symphony; appeared on the player, vocal coach, and teacher of piano.
A graduate of Eastman School of Music
Vocal Chamber Music Series of the
Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center and the'Jullllard School, Van Busklrk's
with soprano Barbara Hendricks; was teachers Include Eugene List, Josef
Adele Marcus and Jeaneane
featured on "The Subject Is Young Peo- iRaleff,
,
pie," a CBS Radio documentary; and was Dowls. As a special student at the Liszt
a winner of the Young Concert Artists In- Academy In Budapest, he studied with
Peter Solymos and Andras Mlhaly. He
ternational Auditions.
As a result, his schedule this season In- has concertlzed In Canada, the United
. ^ . cludes his New York recital debut In the States, and Europe.
Van
Busklrk
has
been
on
the
faculties
of
Young Concert Artists Series at the 92nd
Street Y, his Los Angeles recital debut at the Aspen Music Festival and the
the prestigious Ambassador Auditorium Berkshire Music Center, Tanglewood.
and an appearance on French National For the past several summers he has
Television. Othw engagements this been artlst-ln-resldence at the Southern
season include an appearance in the Vermont Art Center.
Individual tickets for concert will be
Haydn-Stravinsky Festival of the
Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center sold at the door. Price is $4 for adults, $3
and five performances as soloist in the for senior citizens and $1 for students.
Future Series concerts will Include FriBach Brandenburg Concerto No. 2 with
day,
November 19, cellist Carter Brey;
the Y Chamber Orchestra.
Burns began his music studies with Ar- Thursday, January 27, pianist Jean-Yves
mando Ghitalla, principal trumpeter for Thibaudet; Friday artd Saturday, March
the Boston Symphony Orchestra, and was 11-12, An Evening with John Houseman;
himself the principal trumpeter for the and Wednesday, April 20, The Endelllon
.
Boston University Tanglewood Institute String Quartet.
The
G
r
e
a
t
Performance
Series
has
Orchestra, from which he received the
Dr. Charles C. Colin Award as the reciprocal agreements with community
outstanding brass player. He studied with concert associations in Muskegon, St.
Gerard Schwarz and William Vacchiano Joseph-Benton Harbor and LaPorte, Indiana.

September27.
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The

enchanting

musical

AS in-the past, each season coupon en- CINDERELLA by Rodgers and Ha
titles the holder to four admissions, one to mersteln, and directed by R. Scott Lank
each production, four to a single production, or any other combination. Season
coupons cost $12,00 for adults and at a
special r a t e for senior cltizens-$10.00.
Single admission ticket prices also remain the s a m e as last y e a r ' s prices at
$4.00 for an adult ticket, $3.00 for a senior
citizen ticket, and $2.00 for a student-child
admission. For further information or
group rate information contact the ticket
office of the Hope College Theatre.

is scheduled for p e r f o r m a n c e s on
February 25 and 26 and March 2 through
5. In addition to the evening performances at 8:00 p.m., matinees are
scheduled for both Saturdays, February
26 and March 5. Moonlight, music, dance,
and magic lend themselves to the enchantment created by such melodies as,
" D o I Love You Because You r e
Beautiful," "In My Own Little Corner,
"Impossible; It's Possible," and Ten
Minutes Ago."

HOPE
COLLEGE

Great
Performance
Series
1982-83

Stephen Bums,
trumpeter
Tuesday, Oct. 5
Dimnent Memorial Chapel
8 p.m.
" B u r n s leaped octaves
with the greatest ease,
and played impeccably,
his tone burnished
and
brilliant."
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Chattanoogd Times

The 22 year old
trumpeter was a winner
of the 1981 Young
Concert Artists
International Auditions.
•/
He was judged the outstanding brass player
with the Boston University Tanglewood Institute
Orchestra, has appeared on French rrational
television and was featured on the CBS radio
documentary "The Subject is Young People."

Tickets sold at the door
Students $1. Faculty and Staff $2

Entertainment
WTAS is enthusiastic
WTAS Is on the air and ready for you to
tune In! By turning your dial to 610AM you
can capture a variety of musical attitudes. WTAS is the student run radio
station here at Hope CoUege. The station
allows "hands-on" experience for any
student who has an interest in the diverse
field of radio broadcasting.
This year, 73 students are spinning
discs and DJing shows. Such enthusiasm
is encouraging and capable of being
transmitted throughout the entire campus.

Shows on WTAS include: Progressive,
Rhythm and Blues, Reggae, Punk1 Contemporary Christian, and Jazz. Other
aspects of WTAS include: Mutual and
Campus News, Campus Sports Reports,
up to date weather forecasts, interviews,
and back to back specials.
WTAS looks forward to an exciting year
as your radio station and all campus information center. Get to the heart of Hope
with WTAS, 610AM.

J.L. Murphy Hairstyling
Who Is this Desperado?
Name: Doug Lehmon
From: Skansoteles N.Y.
Melborne Australia
Goals In Life: To compete
in wrestling and assist
as assistant editor of
the yearbook, plus
live forever at
Taylor Cottage.
Hairstylist: J.L. Murphy

39 W. 10th
2 Blocks from Campus

Phone 392-6200

Janet Mayers, Rhonda Hermance and Beth trembly performed at the second AirJam last Saturday night. The men of Boyd Cottage took first place with their entry
"OverBoyd." (photo by Paul Paarlberg)

A Small Tribute to Kilgore Trout
2 Haircuts-Yours
& a Friends . . . . *10.00
* Special Wed. Only
With Ad
MEN & WOMEN
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Starring
Christopier Reeve
&
Margot Kidder
Winonti Auditorium
Admission $1.50
Friday 7:30 & 10 p.m.
Saturday 10 p.m.

The Saturday Night Special
Winner of
Grand Pr ix Cannes 25th
Anniversary Award
- Saturday 7:30
Admission $1.00

VIS0NTIS MASTERPIECE!

by Crab
Take a look at the biggest money making movies in the past five years and you
find a common base from which they spring. The theme that has made the likes of
Spielberg and Lucas very wealthy individuals is, of course, science fiction. It
seems the majority of the population is
obsessed with outer space. Box office
grosses prove it. But, as history has proved countless times, and it is my hope it
will continue ad Infinitum, it has been the
great men of literature who continually
are the first to conceptualize, and, more
importantly, to capture such ideas. They
are the true ground breakers, the true
geniuses. And so it is to the science fiction
writers we really owe our thanks when we
see the "summer blockbuster movies" on
the big silver screen. One name has consistently been held in high esteem in the
circles of literature around the world. The
writings of this man have been the center
of countless discussions, be they in the
form of organized symposiums, or simply
the hemming and hawing done during the
attitude adjustment hour in a local
brasserie. The name-the man--the
legend-none other than Kilgore Trout.
It has been a little over a year since the
death of Kilgore Trout. Born in 1907 on the
island of Bermuda, he assisted his father,
Leo Trout in the work in which he was
engaged for the Royal Ornithological
Society. Chances are it was during these
years with his father that he developed
his petulant nature that would guide him
through the writing of his many novels.
The titles are too numerous to list, but
some of Trout's all time greats include:
The Son of Jimmy Valentine, This Year's
Masterpiece, The Gospel from Outer
Space (absolute "must" reading for
religion majors, it rivals C.S. Lewis'
trilogy in theological content worthy of
argument), and my favorite. Plague on
Wheels. Not only has Plague On Wheels
proved itself in the haute monde reading
circles on the east coast and London as
being a classical piece of science fiction,
but its illustrations are considered to be
the most imaginative and creative to
date. Keep on trying Steven Spielberg.
Philanthropist, oenologist, artist, scientist, no doubt part time philanderer.

Kilgore Trout gave special meaning to
each. Indeed, he was also an accomplished speaker. I found out a week after 1 was
in Midland City that he had been one of
the distinguished out-of-town participants
in an art festival celebrating the opening
of the Mildred Barry Memorial Center for
the Arts. I could have kicked myself for
missing him. Now, a year after his death,
I feel the loss more acutely.
His studies in the field of mental health
were recognized by The Academy of Arts
and Sciences in the form of a monument
they had erected over his ashes. Engraved in the stone was this epithet:
"Kilgore Trout
1907-1981
'WE ARE HEALTHY ONLY TO THE
EXTENT THAT OUR IDEAS ARE
HUMAN'"
A temporal prodigy in the art of scl-fi
writing is gone. Only Jimmy Valentine,
Kago and a cast of hundreds survive in
his books. We are Indeed fortunate.

ICE seeks
talent
I C E. (Independent Creative Ensemble) is the student-run organization for all
student theatre productions at Hope.
Through this organization it is possible
for students to gain hands-on exposure to
dramatic literature by being responsible
for their own production. If students have
an idea, the first step is to find a director.
If it is a group project, find a spokesman
who will serve as form writer and responsibility taker. Next, one must fill out an
application (they can be found at the
theatre office) and turn it in to Dan
Doombos or Lois Carder. After approval
is given, production can begin. I.C.E. will
help to whatever extent possible in making the production run smoothly. The fall
I.C.E. season is scheduled to begin
November 8th. If any questions arise or
more information is needed contact Dan
Doornbos or Lois Carder.
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Dutchmen do it again: another one bites the dust

by Tim Taylor
'Ho Hum. Another one of those games
that thrills the zealous fans and bores the
sportwrlters and students of the game."
This flctitous quote appropriately
characterizes the Hope College football
team's 49-14 overwhelming defeat of the
Oberlln(OH) Yeomen. Head Coach Ray
Smith, however, would make no apologies
to the Journalist for this one, claiming
that, ,4 You need a game like this once In a
while." This may be true, but the local
Journalists, always known as a maverick
crew, may play like Ed Garvey and
boycott the Flying Dutchmen games If too
many more contests resemble this week's
victory and last week's 47-7 slaying of
DePauw.

Regardless of this fickle crew, the fact
remains that Hope won Saturday in a
very convincing fashion. So convincing
were the Orange and Blue that It appeared that they could have picked their
own score In the contest.,
As was the case In the previous week,
the Initial Impetus for the Hope offense
was provided by senior tailback Todd
Holstege. On Hope's first offensive from
their own 48-yard line Holstege burst for
28 yards down to the Oberlln 26-yard line.
After a carry by Junior fullback John
VanderStarre, Holstege was again given
the call and answered by shaking three
tackles for a 20 yard touchdown run. Randy Smith converted the PAT (he was 5 for

5 on the afternoon) to give Hope a 7-0 lead.
^
t u r i l l n ^ a ( l n e performance m a
After the Dutch defense held
toe
n l e waa
m b a c k
Ooerlln offense for the second time, the T o m Y a n H
. . c a r r i e d ^ waii ^
offense took over again. Sophomore
f o r cq yArAa van Heest was aided
quarterback Greg Heeres led Hope to a 14 a s
^ ^ backs hv th* hua? hoips
0
advantage on a drive of 12 plays and 71
^ offensive line was ooenlnc ud
ard
y s Within this drive there were three 0 0 ^ 0 ^ * 1 y throughout the afternoon
ke
y P a 8 S P^ys that were essential for the
Defensively a fine team effort was
score.
afternoon lone Oberlln's onturn
0n
a third down and nine on the Hope j t
scores came on an intercention
29-yard line, Heeres spotted Junior end d
territnrv and a M-vard
ithi H
Jerome Vlte on the sideline but slightly
b yeoman sneedster Ron Stevenson
overthrew him. Vlte, however, was able% soohomore defensive halfback Scott
a beautiful diving catch while at
s a v e d a touchdown with an in^ same time keeping one foot in bounds,
l n t h p 9 n ( \ 7 n n p f f t r fhp oprond
whi
ch gave Hope the first down and week in a row Linebacker Mike Stewart
prevented a punting situation.
also picked off a pass. Senior defensive
Later in the drive, on a fourth and six,
tacklejaob Carlson led the team with two
senior wingback Bob Constant shook open
tackles for losses while sophomore Mitch
a 16 yard reception at the Oberlin 10-yard
Van Putten led the team with four
line. One play later VanderStarre made
unassisted tackles.
the third key catch in the drive by oneStatistically, on the offensive side of the
handing a six yard pass for the
ledger, Holstege would have to be contouchdown. It was the first of three
sidered the standout of the game as he
sifilH
touchdowns for VanderStarre who Smith
rushed for 133 yards In only 18 carries. He
labeled as "one of our most pleasant suralso caught one pass for 14 yards. Heeres
prises. He got himself in shape during the
also had a fine afternoon as he was eight
off-season and he has been a key factor
for 13 in the air with two going for
for us all season.
touchdowns. VanderStarre led the team
with three receptions while Constant and
After these first two touchdowns, the
Vlte each had two.
Through the first
rest of the game can be described by
third of the season, Holstege has 360
stating the fact that on only five possesyards on 60 carries for an Impressive six
sions throughout the game did Hope fall
yards per carry average. He and
to score: twice they were thwarted on inVanderStarre lead the team In scoring,
terceptions, once they had to punt, and
each having 24 points on four touchdowns.
the halftime and final sirens each ended a
Heeres has thrown the ball 51 times and
drive.
completed 31 passes for a fine 60.8 comBesides V a n d e r S t a r r e ' s three
pletion percentage. These completions
touchdowns and Holstege's two, senior
have picked up 424 yards for Hope
quarterback Jeff Neely scored a
Holstege also leads the team In total cattouchdown on a one yard rollout, and
ches with ten. Constant has picked up the
sophomore fullback Mike Sabln scored on
most yardage on his six receptions (117
/i/fi/W'/M
a three yard pass from freshman quarteryards) while Vlte averages the most per
back Tom VanderKlay.
catch, 20.6 yards.
One aspect of the game with which
Hope's opponant this Saturday will also
Smith was obviously pleased was the perbe from Oberlln's conference, the Ohio
formance of many of the backup perAthletic Conference, as they meet Keformers, some of whom got Into the game
nyon for the first time In the football
as early as the second quarter. He felt
history of Hope College. Smith confessed
that Neely gave a good account of himself
that he didn't know much about Kenyon,
in his first action since he reinjured a
but stated that their coach was the Coach
Quarterback Greg Heeres prepares to fire one of his 13 passes in Hope's 49-14 rout
hamstring in his start against Wabash.
of the Year In the Ohio Athletic Conof Oberlin (photo by Paul Paarlberg)
Smith commented, "After the Intercepference, and they have most of their
tion (in the second quarter) he moved the
starters back from last year so they
club real well."
couldn't be too much of a pushover.
The game will be at Kenyon and will
start at 1:30 Michigan time. For all of you
In 1981 you could say that the Hope Griffen (40th-23:42), and Shelly Hegedus became iirSMwSS Unable to compete,
^ f n n < l th<l 0 „ m „ „ „
women's cross-country team was "im- (43rd-24:02).
but the Dutch came together and ran a . .
. ^ t t f m
ear on
proved" from the year before. The proThe Hope Invite results were especially strong race.
blem was, you could say that about nearly pleasing In that the Dutch weren't too far
all of the teams In the MIAA.
behind Alma (who won with 55 points),
Boughton notched her first sub-19:00
• Major tuneups of
The story is different with the Dut- were close to Albion (2nd with 73), and clocking of the season, by one second. In a
your fine riding
chwomen this fall. Not only have they Im- whipped Calvin (6th-l 16).
2nd place e f f o r t . She outkicked
proved relative to the '81 Hope squad, but
A few days later, Saturday, September Heydenberg, who ran a fine 19:06 for 3rd.
machines may include
relative to other teams as well. This im- 18, Hope defeated Albion and three others Stewart just missed breaking the 20:00
winter storage-high
provement was evident In the team's first en route to a 4th place finish of 8 teams at barrier (20:03) in taking 5th on the flat 3three meets.
the GLCA meet In Wooster, Ohio.
mile layout.
and dry at our place.
Take the Hope Invitational of Tuesday,
Heydenberg led the Dutch this time on
The Improvement of Northuls was the
September 14. Last fall the Dutch were the deceptively tough 5000 meter (3.1 most eye-popping: she hacked 2:07 off her
last of 4 teams with 89 points, but this mile) course by taking 6th in 20:37. previous best with a 7th place 20:41.
time they were 3rd of six competitors Boughton was 10 seconds behind her in Johnson ran a strong 21:01, good for 19th,
with 82 markers.
7th. Both were at the front in the early and not too far ahead of teammate Shy's
• Backpacks from
The strength of the team is in a mixture stages.
21:23 10th place finish. Hegedus and GrlfCannondale just
of veterans and newcomers, displayed
Stewart was the next Dutchwoman ^ n were 11th and 13th and both ducked
firstly In their 1-2 punch. Last year's Hope across the line in the 63 runner race with a under 23:00 for the first time with 22:18
MVR, Lady Dl Boughton, strode In 4th 21:46, good for 19th. Schoenmaker and and 22:59 respectively.
with a 19:33. Newcomer Deb Heydenberg Johnson retained their spots In the order
Coach Vanderbllt is pleased with the
followed in at 7th with a 20:03 for the 3- with 31st and 34th place finishes (22:42 Improvement but still feels that the commllecourse.
and 22:58). Northuls (42nd-23:45), Shy petition will be "very tough In our
• Rain Covers at
"Rookie" senior Linda Stewart came In (44th-23:56), Hegedus (47th-24:13) and league." He also emphasized the Im19th In the 49 runner field at 20:59. Wendy Griffen (51st-25:22) followed them In.
portance of getting Brenda VanderWerff
«49«
Schoenmaker and Carla Johnson, a pair
Last Friday the Dutch used Ideal condl- healthy. 'Werff was a big contributor last
of experienced runners, were the next two tlons to defeat Aquinas, 26-31, and pro- year, but the tough captain has been
Hope finishers with 24th (21:38) and 32nd duce some stunning time improvements sidelined with a knee Injury thus far.
(22:07) respectively. A foursome of first- as well. The Dutch suffered a setback on
Hope will compete at the Ferris State
year runners rounded out the Dut- the way up to Alma (the Scots also ran In Invite tomorrow. But the Dutch can hardholtond,
chwomen*s scoring: Deb Shy (36th- the race against Aquinas, but no Hope- ly help looking at the Albion and Alma
39*40*4
22:40), Jane Northuls (37th-22:48), Owen Alma score was kept). Schoenmaker duel meets looming large down the road.
•••'/
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Soccer Streaks to Victory

im* Bunma
R i t i ' a m * and
*n/1 fUbby
.Ihhv R
iMl*
by Jane
Reels
Although Hope's soccer team may have
had a bad start to the season last week's
super play put them right in tbe running,
It started in their opening league game
against Adrian. Hope totally dominated
the game and won 3-0. Todd Kamstra put
in two goals and Bob Hozinger topped it
off with his goal.
In tournament play this weekend Hope
took the co-championship of the Spartin
Classic., in Aurora, Illinois. Friday found
Hope playing the host team, Aurora, and
winning 1-0 on a Scott Borcyk goal which

.

was assisted by Dan Fead.
In Saturday's Championship, Hope
played University of Wisconsin,
Parkside. This school is rated 9th in Division II play and Hope proved to be an
even match for them. At the end of
regulation time Hope was tied 1-all with
the goal shot by Todd Kamstra. After the
overtime Hope was still tied, and so
became co-champs. In order to receive
the trophy Hope had to win a penalty kick
shoot-out. We did it! Another positive note
was A1 Carothers being named most

. m

valuable defensive player of the tournament.
Hope's JayVee team also had a super
week, winning 3-2 in the last second
against Ferris State Varsity. Todd Morris
shot the last second goal following two by
Bob Holzinger. The JayVees are now 2-0
for their season./
Be sure to qome out this Saturday to see
Hope play against Kalamazoo at the
stadium. There is a free admission for
students and the game starts at 1:30.

^ ^ F i e l d Hockey off to a solid start
The Hope College field hockey team is
off to a fine start as they have posted a 5-2
record over the first two weeks of the
season. They are 2-1 in the MIAA and
situated in second place behind Alma.
Perhaps the most impressive showing
for the team was at the GLCA Tournament at Earlham College on September
17&18 where the women won three
straight games to take the tournement.
They defeated Wooster 4-3, Ohio
Wesleyan 2-1 in the semifinals and
shutout Earlham 2-0 in the finals.
Then, on Wednesday, September 22,
they totally dominated Adrian College 7-0

to raise their MIAA record to 2-0. Goalies
Heather Uecker and Sue VanKley combined to stop the 5 shots on goal that the
Bulldogs could manage. Seniors Mary
Lou Ireland and Polly Tamminga each
scored three goals, and freshman Patty
Gaffney scored the other to provide Hope
with the final tally.
This set up Saturday's confrontation
between the two first place teams in'the
league, Hope and Alma. Hope outshot the
Scots 31-2 but one of the two shots for
Alma found the net while none of Hope's
did and Alma became sole occupant of the
top spot with a 3-0 league mark. '

Fortunately for Hope and Alma, Calvin
College had their 18-game MIAA win
streak snapped by Albion Saturday to put
them at 1-1 in the league. Hope took on the
Knightees in a crucial league contest
Tuesday in Grand Rapids.
Through the Alma contest, Ireland
leads the squad in points with 21 on six
goals and seven assists. Tamminga has 16
points on eight goals while junior Mary
Gaffney has seven points on three goals
and an assist and freshman Patty Gaffney has six points on three goals.
The next contest for Coach Marjorie
Snyder's squad will be Saturday at
Kalamazoo College starting at 1 p.m.

Classifieds
"Samson" Notice the 'P' is left out-Lets keep It
that way. Sink '86- Love, Blusher.

iane says: Push up and squeeze, relax.
NUKE GREEN AND PINK!!

Sue H.- Any progress on moving Lansing
closer to Holland yet? Love, Squirt.
Dear V.V., I miss you all-a lot! I'm bored, the
furniture never moves here I -BDear Mom- Glad w e are on 2nd floor, high and
dry.

Attention all Business Majors and Minors,
(Declared or Undecided). Don't miss the 1st
business club meeting, Thursday, Sept. 30th at
7:30 In Phelps cafeteria. Refreshments, too!
To the class of 85: Friday is the day you've
been waiting for...

Whltey,

You're excellent.

TNS: Mondays must be long after those
sleepless weekends!

Are you tall, good-looking and male? If so,
the Beeuwkes Social Club has a position for
you. Now taking applications.
Rumor has It there, is one "man" in Boyd
Cottage-"the few. the proud...?!* A I D
Mom and Dad C - Now accepting cash donations?!

VB and MV: Jane at 7?

Cannonball. Do it up good! S.
Craig B.- Here's to old friends...
Hey all you air bands. Awesome Job Saturday
Night. J.R. and the Executives.

——
Naughty A l e r t ! ! IThis is not a w a r n i n g ! !

^'ckl, Feel the Burn!
.

Come on 85 Pullers-REACH!

I've got the Chicken Soup Blues!

Hl-de, hi-de. hi-de, ho. Wlddly, widdly, waddly, wo. Hold your head up to the sky. 85 Pull
team passing' by.

THE PLAYGIRL PHANTOM STRIKES!!

Hi ya Claudius! Reach beyond all limits. You'll
never forget the ultimate adventure^ Love,
Cindius.

Thanks to all of the student body who contributed to our cycistic fibrosis fund drive, w e
raised $)60.00 for the cause. Thanks again,
Alpha Phi Omega.

Hey 85 Coaches! You're Special! Thanks.

Mrs. E.K.: Friday is almost h e r e ! ! Good times
area comint!
85 Pull Coaches: You've stuck w i t h us through
all of it- you won't be disappointed.

Hey Shoveler, Busy Friday? Let me know! L.S,
85 Morale Loves 85 Pullers
Congratulations OverBoyd.
To be placed on the OverBoyd mailing list.
send name, address, and phone number to
Boyd Cottaae

Advice to 86 Pull Team: Wear swimming
trunks.
Freshmen want it bad. Sophomores want it
worse!

Bob gets fed Monday!
Mom, did you clean the floor under your new
couch, or will we have to move It for you so
•he floor con h o v . i t . yearly cleonlng?
Beck, Fire up and get those freshmen w e t ! 85
Pull victorious! Love, Spear.
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TYPING- Outstanding quality. Pica or elite
type, so you can squeeze It or spread it. Will
correct minor spelling-grammar-punctuatlon
errors. Fast service. Call 335-2835.
Rick- Have a great day! A .

MEETING

bajement-7:00

p.m.

TONIGHT.

COPY

Kollen

ASSIGNMENTS

Here's to your health at the 2)st street infirmary! Love from Murphy.
Speedy: We're going to win together this
year! Go Number 1! Sweetie.

Happy B-day Bri-Bri!!! Love, your other roommates. ,
Congrats Boyd Boys! Love, your coffee lovers.
Want to send a carnation (or two) to your
favorite sweetie for "Sweetest Day" Oct. 16.
Contact an Alpha Phi or see one of us in
Phelps at lunch and dinner the week before
fall break. Each carnation including a card
(anonymous is okay) will be delivered (must
be on Hope's campus). Oct. 15. for only $1.00.
Hey Ice Cream Man- Quiche is less fattening
than Hot Fudge. Keep Smillng-You're the
greatest!
The ultimate Frlsbee Team will be practicing
Mondays. Wednesdays, and Thursdays. 6:30
p.m. at the football practice field. If you would
like to find out more about it, come down to
the field at 6:30 or call Scott Curiey (6395) or
Note Munson (6563). Frisbee Freely and Frequently!
To all those addicted to the Jane Fonda
Workout Record: Keep up the hard w o r k !

Let's do It 8 5 ! ! Love, Snap, Crackle, and Pop
ZZTkTm m
,. . . ^
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Tom...Do you really sleep in the nude?
MILESTONE

Noose: Hang those Freshmen!! Strongler,

DuMez men: Friday night entertainment?

Keep reaching.

Smitty, 85 Pull team is sweet, 86 Pull team is
dead meat! gonna do It up on Friday- "Lil dltty"

byTimlaylor
The Hope College volleyball team got
off to a slow start this year as they lost
their first two matches of the season, a
tough five-game match to Aquinas, and a
three-game contest with Notre Dame.
A fine week last week more than made
up for these two defeats as by the end of
the week the team saw its record at 6-3
overall and 1-0 in the MIAA. The victories
started on Friday, September 17 as the
team began a two-day GLCA Tournament
at Earlham College. On Friday the team
defeated DePauw, Ohio Wesleyan, and
Denison as none of the teams were able to
get more than six points in any game
against the Flying Dutch. Saturday, Hope
went on to defeat Kalamazoo 15-10, 15-12,
and Earlham 15-6, 15-13, to conclude the
perfect weekend.
The team then opened their MIAA slate
last Friday at Albion against the Britons
as well as Oakland University. Hope won
the tough five-game match against Albion
15-12, 17-15, 14-16, 15-11. They were,
however, defeated by Oakland 15-3,15-9.
Coach Tanya Shire's team is captained
by junior Linda Percy. The other returning starter from last year's 22-8 squad is
sophomore Ann Hendrickson. Junior
Cathy Fox returns from Kalamazoo Community College after starting at Hope as a
freshman.

Do It up Burke! I believe in you! Smurk.

TS, RH, TB: Who's turn is It to pick?

Those freshmen are gonna swim. Love. Snow.

Brian J
: Please accept an apology for the
misspelling .in last week's Issue-you're still
"Hope's most awesome bass player!"

Volleyballers
improve
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Doctor T: You ve got coffee, T. and me- so let s
cream 861

Thinking ALWAYS thinking.
We wish you guys the best of luck. Dorton and
Globin

Students who are Episcopalians: Open House
in Phelps Hayworth conference room
September 30, 4:306:30. Meet with local
church members and faculty. Let us know how
we can help you during your years at Hope.

The Jane Fonda exercise group meets every
morning and every night. For more information contact the "prez" VAB who is truly addicted!
This week the Taylor Award goes to Cindy H.
of Dykstra for entering Taylor cottage alone
late Friday night, and staying.
Rumor has It that those Beeuwkes women are
stepping out!

